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Lessons Learned
Data Viz & Communicating Research
HELLO!
I am Jo Klein









Investigate where your 
piece fits in the puzzle
Start a conversation




● Choose the most effective chart or visualization type for the 
data and the message
● Use visual design elements that are accessible for your 
intended audience
● Add context where necessary to complement the data and 
provide a complete message
● Accurately and ethically represent your data without 
misleading or drawing meaning where there is none.
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The GIS & Data Viz Librarian
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● Your Data Viz Librarian
● Storytelling with Data: storytellingwithdata.com
● Data Visualization Society: datavisualizationsociety.com
● Visualizing the Future Symposia: visualizingthefuture.github.io
Learn & Connect
● Choose the most effective chart or visualization type for the 
data and the message
● Use visual design elements that are accessible for your 
intended audience
● Add context where necessary to complement the data and 
provide a complete message
● Accurately and ethically represent your data without 
misleading or drawing meaning where there is none.
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